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Sisto metal
Sisto is a carefully designed table combining style with stability. 

This table is very convenient for wheelchair users, thanks to the 

absence of side rails under the tabletop.

Dimensions

04627 | Sisto table

04608 | Sisto coffee table

Materials and finishing

 - Wood: chipboard.
 - Metal: epoxy-coating.

For further information about used materials, 
constructions and maintenance: consult our 
materialfiles.

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.
Sample card + samples available on request.

 - The legs are made of a square metal tube 40 x 40 mm.
 - Each leg is fixed to the tabletop by means of a metal support with a central hidden fastening.
 - The underside of the tabletop has no side rails, so that a free height of 73,5 cm is always guaranteed for the 

Sisto table.
 - Wheelchair-accessible.
 - The metal legs are finished with an epoxy coating.
 - The legs are equipped with synthetic glides.

 - The top is made of a stratified chipboard (thickness: 20 mm).
 - The top and bottom of the tabletop are finished with a HPL layer.
 - The table edges are finished in accordance with the choice of the tabletop (with a PVC layer or a veneered layer 

protected by a coat of varnish).

Support

Tabletop

Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

Central hidden fastening.

Options

 - Tabletop made of solid lightweight chipboard without 
false edge on the bottom, thickness 38 mm.

 - Specific dimensions possible on request. 
 - The legs can be optionally equipped with adjustable 

feet (not possible for Sisto coffee table).


